There is no such thing as a "crack" or "meth baby" and no state has a statute that makes it a crime for a drug-using pregnant woman to continue her pregnancy to term, to give birth, or to suffer a miscarriage or stillbirth. Nevertheless, some pregnant women and new mothers are still being arrested in the United States when they give birth or suffer a stillbirth and test positive for an illegal drug or alcohol. These prosecutions not only lack legal foundation, they also lack medical and scientific foundation. In other words, they are based on junk law and junk science.

It outlined the statutory and constitutional arguments that could be used to challenge the prosecution of pregnant women who continued to term in spite of a drug problem. These arguments remain valid today, and with the exception of the Supreme Court of South Carolina, have been used successfully to get charges dismissed and convictions overturned in scores of cases in dozens of states. Additional arguments, including Fourth Amendment claims, have also been successful and international human rights principles weigh strongly against such prosecutions.

Nevertheless, there are many cases in which women have pleaded guilty to non-existent crimes and are serving significant sentences because they continued or tried to continue a pregnancy to term in spite of a drug problem. The vast majority of these cases are based on the claim that use of any amount of an illegal drug creates such unique risks or actually causes such significant harms, that judicially creating new pregnancy-related crimes is justified.

In 2008, an unlikely source made clear that failing to challenge the science behind these prosecutions could constitute ineffective assistance of counsel. A unanimous South Carolina Supreme Court overturned Ms. Regina McKnight's conviction for homicide by child abuse based on the claim that her use of cocaine during pregnancy caused her to suffer a stillbirth. This ruling is particularly poignant since it comes from the only court in the country to have authorized such prosecutions in the first place.

In a powerful example of judicial activism, in 1997 the Supreme Court of South Carolina in a 3-2 decision rewrote the state's child abuse law, holding that it could be applied to a woman who gave birth to a healthy newborn who tested positive for cocaine. The court held that under law unique to South Carolina, the word "child" included viable fetuses. In 2003, in another 3-2 decision, the Supreme Court of South Carolina upheld the application of the state's homicide laws to pregnant women, ruling that a pregnant woman who unintentionally heightens the risk of a stillbirth can be found guilty of depraved heart homicide. The Supreme Court of South Carolina is the only one in the nation to reinterpret state child abuse and homicide laws to make them applicable to pregnant women in relationship to the fetuses they carry.

Nevertheless, as a result of ongoing post-conviction relief efforts, the very same court was finally persuaded that the conviction was based on "out-dated" and inaccurate science. The court ruled that Regina McKnight had not received a fair trial and that her trial counsel was ineffective in her preparation of McKnight's defense through expert testimony and cross-examination. Specifically, the court found that the research the state relied on was "outdated" and that trial counsel failed to call experts who would have testified about "recent studies showing that cocaine is no more harmful to a fetus than nicotine use, poor nutrition, lack of prenatal care, or other conditions commonly associated with the urban poor."

Media Hype and Enduring Myths Are Not the Same as Science

Prosecutors, public defenders, judges, and even some health care providers still believe that a pregnant woman who uses any amount of an illegal drug will inevitably harm or even kill her fetus. This is not surprising based on the extraordinary misinformation that appeared so frequently in popular media.

For nearly two decades, popular media was full of highly prejudicial and often inaccurate information about the effects of in utero cocaine exposure. In 1986, when crack cocaine began to attract substantial media attention, "six of the nation's largest and most prestigious news magazines and newspapers had run more than one thousand stories about crack cocaine. Time and Newsweek each ran five crack crisis' cover stories. ... [T]hree major network television stations ran 74 stories about crack cocaine in six months. ... Fifteen million Americans watched CBS' prime-time documentary '48 Hours on Crack Street..'" This hype, which built on pre-existing cultural and racial stereo-types about Black motherhood in particular, went largely unchallenged.

But media hype is not the same as science. That is why in 2004, 30 leading doctors and researchers in the field of prenatal exposure to illegal drugs signed an open letter regarding the "crack baby" myth. Virtually every expert in the field joined this letter explaining:
Throughout almost 20 years of research, none of us has identified a recognizable condition, syndrome or disorder that should be termed "crack baby." Some of our published research finds subtle effects of prenatal cocaine exposure in selected developmental domains, while other of our research publications do not. This is in contrast to Fetal Alcohol Syndrome, which has a narrow and specific set of criteria for diagnosis.

The term "crack-addicted baby" is no less defensible. Addiction is a technical term that refers to compulsive behavior that continues in spite of adverse consequences. By definition, babies cannot be "addicted" to crack or anything else. In utero physiologic dependence on opiates (not addiction), known as Neonatal Narcotic Abstinence Syndrome, is readily diagnosed, but no such symptoms have been found to occur following prenatal cocaine exposure.

Today courts and leading federal government agencies confirm that "the phenomena of 'crack babies' ... is essentially a myth." As the National Institute for Drug Abuse has reported, "Many recall that 'crack babies,' or babies born to mothers who used crack cocaine while pregnant, were at one time written off by many as a lost generation. ... It was later found that this was a gross exaggeration." As the U.S. Sentencing Commission concluded, "research indicates that the negative effects from prenatal exposure to cocaine, in fact, are significantly less severe than previously believed." And finally, in 2009, the New York Times tried to set the record straight in a story entitled The Epidemic That Wasn't. In this story leading researchers, including Dr. Deborah Frank who is also featured in an online video entitled Prenatal Drug Exposure: Award-Winning Pediatrician Discusses What the Science Tells Us, explain that while researchers have found some effects of prenatal exposure to cocaine, those "effects are less severe than those of alcohol and are comparable to those of tobacco -- two legal substances that are used much more often by pregnant women, despite health warnings."

The newer hype about so-called "meth babies" is similarly unjustified. In 2005, a national expert panel reviewed published studies concerning the developmental effects of methamphetamine and related drugs and concluded that "the data regarding illicit methamphetamine are insufficient to draw conclusions concerning developmental toxicity in humans." In that same year more than 90 leading medical doctors, scientists, psychological researchers, and treatment specialists released an open letter requesting that "policies addressing prenatal exposure to methamphetamines and media coverage of this issue be based on science, not presumption or prejudice." These experts warned that terms such as "meth babies" lack medical and scientific validity and should not be used.

Although research on the medical and developmental effects of prenatal methamphetamine exposure is still in its early stages, our experience with almost 20 years of research on the chemically related drug, cocaine, has not identified a recognizable condition, syndrome or disorder that should be termed "crack baby" nor found the degree of harm reported in the media and then used to justify numerous punitive legislative proposals.

The term "meth-addicted baby" is no less defensible. Addiction is a technical term that refers to compulsive behavior that continues in spite of adverse consequences. By definition, babies cannot be "addicted" to methamphetamines or anything else.

In 2006, the American College of Obstetrics and Gynecology created a special information sheet about methamphetamine use in pregnancy, noting that "the effects of maternal methamphetamine use cannot be separated from other factors" and that there "is no syndrome or disorder that can specifically be identified for babies who were exposed in utero to methamphetamine." Most recently, a peer-reviewed research article concerning stillbirths concluded that "despite widespread reports linking methamphetamine use during pregnancy with preterm birth and growth restriction, evidence confirming its association with an increased risk of stillbirth remains lacking." Prenatal exposure to opiates, most commonly heroin and oxycodone, is not associated with fetal malformations.
Moreover, there is no scientific evidence that growth and development are compromised by exposure to opiates themselves. Some newborns exposed prenatally to opiates experience an abstinence (withdrawal) syndrome at birth. Withdrawal symptoms may also occur when adults with opioid addictions abstain from opiate use. In pregnant women, withdrawal symptoms are known to cause uterine contractions, miscarriage or early labor, but these symptoms can be prevented through methadone maintenance treatment, the medically approved treatment for opiate addiction that is particularly recommended during pregnancy. The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services advises:

> If you're pregnant and using drugs such as heroin or abusing opioid prescription pain killers, it's important that you get help for yourself and your unborn baby. Methadone maintenance treatment can help you stop using those drugs. It is safe for the baby, keeps you free of withdrawal, and gives you a chance to take care of yourself.

For those newborns that do experience withdrawal, identification of such infants by trained caregivers is not difficult, and safe and effective treatment can be instituted.

While research demonstrates that some drugs such as alcohol can cause harm to fetuses, whether drug or alcohol use caused a particular harm or even unique risks of harm in any given pregnancy is a scientific question that requires careful examination. For example, although alcohol can unquestionably have teratogenic effects, much remains unknown about the specific effects, if any, that any individual pregnant woman's pattern of alcohol use may have in any particular pregnancy. While many medical experts, particularly in the United States, recommend as a precautionary matter abstaining from alcohol altogether during pregnancy, there is in fact no medical certainty regarding the level of alcohol consumption during a particular pregnancy that will result in negative fetal outcomes. Even the exact mechanism that establishes a causative link between alcohol ingestion and manifestation of harmful fetal symptoms has yet to be definitively established.

Moreover, the difficulty of isolating the influence of alcohol from that of other factors, such as poverty, poor nutrition, or smoking, on fetal outcomes or infant health renders inferences about causation based on in utero exposure to alcohol alone unreliable. As researchers explain, "defining the factors that place certain women at risk of giving birth to an alcohol-affected child is a key research issue. Risk factors include maternal age, socioeconomic status, ethnicity, genetic factors, and maternal alcohol metabolism, among others." Researchers note that "further research is needed to evaluate the relative contributions of the various risk factors for FAS [fetal alcohol syndrome]."

The principal import of existing research is not that drug and alcohol use during pregnancy is "safe," but rather that no scientific or legal basis exists for concluding that exposure to these substances will inevitably cause harm or that the risks presented by use of these substances are any greater than those associated with many other conditions and activities common in the lives of all people, including pregnant women.

In spite of scientific fact, prosecutors continue to use medical misinformation to justify new arrests of pregnant women and to ask courts to radically rewrite state law to permit the prosecution of pregnant women. It is time for criminal defense attorneys to zealously challenge the junk science at the heart of these prosecutions.

Using Daubert as a Guide To Zealous Advocacy For Pregnant Women

The landmark case of Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals established the federal standard for admission of scientific expert testimony. That case and its history also provide a surprisingly useful guide for attorneys who want to ensure that pregnant women get fair trials. That case reminds us that even when a pregnant woman takes a drug and her child is born with severe "deformities," it does not mean that there is, in fact, a connection between the drug and the harm the child suffered.

In Daubert, two minors brought suit against Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals, claiming that they suffered limb reduction birth defects "because their mothers had taken Bendectin, a drug prescribed for morning sickness to about
17.5 million pregnant women in the United States between 1957 and 1982.” Merrell Dow was vigorously defended, and after extensive discovery, the company moved for summary judgment, contending that Bendectin does not cause birth defects in humans and that the plaintiffs would be unable to come forward with any admissible evidence to establish that it did. Applying the Frye standard, the district court granted the motion for summary judgment, concluding that the scientific evidence was not admissible because the principle upon which it was based was not "sufficiently established to have general acceptance in the field to which it belongs." The minors appealed, and the U.S. Supreme Court granted certiorari.

The Court held that the Frye test was superseded by the adoption of the Federal Rules of Evidence, specifically Rule 702. The Court observed that nothing in the text of Rule 702 establishes "general acceptance" as an absolute prerequisite to admissibility. The Court then identified things that trial judges could and should look for to help them determine whether the evidence proposed is scientifically valid and therefore reliable as required by Rule 702: (1) whether the theory or technique at issue can be tested; (2) whether the scientific method at issue has been subjected to peer review and publication; (3) for a technique, the trial court should consider the proffered technique's known or potential rate of error; and (4) the degree to which the new theory has gained acceptance in the scientific community may be pertinent, but such acceptance is not required. The court must also ascertain whether the expert's testimony will assist in understanding the evidence or determining the fact in issue.

With the new standards set, the highest Court sent the case down to the appellate court to apply those standards. The pharmaceutical company argued that even under the new, seemingly more liberal standard, the proffered evidence of causation was not admissible.

On remand, the Ninth Circuit explained:

[S]omething doesn't become "scientific knowledge" just because it's uttered by a scientist; nor can an expert's self-serving assertion that his conclusions were "derived by the scientific method" be deemed conclusive... As we read the Supreme Court's teaching in Daubert, therefore, though we are largely untrained in science and certainly no match for any of the witnesses whose testimony we are reviewing, it is our responsibility to determine whether those experts' proposed testimony amounts to "scientific knowledge," constitutes "good science," and was "derived by the scientific method." This means that the "expert's bald assurance of validity is not enough. Rather, the party presenting the expert must show that the expert's findings are based on sound science, and this will require some objective, independent validation of the expert's methodology."

On remand, the Ninth Circuit explored, in depth, the limits of scientific evidence concerning the causes of birth defects in general, and the specific evidence that the plaintiffs offered that their birth defects were caused by the drug Bendectin. The court noted on the issue of birth defects in general:

For the most part, we don't know how birth defects come about. We do know they occur in 2-3 percent of births, whether or not the expectant mother has taken Bendectin. Limb defects are even rarer, occurring in fewer than one birth out of every 1000. But scientists simply do not know how teratogens (chemicals known to cause limb reduction defects) do their damage.

In terms of causation, or the "biological chain of events that leads from an expectant mother's ingestion of a teratogenic substance to the stunted development of a baby's limbs," the court cautioned that "[n]o doubt, someday we will have this knowledge, ... in the current state of scientific knowledge, however, we are ignorant."

The court recognized that in some cases, such evidentiary problems could be overcome, and looked specifically at the proffered evidence linking Bendectin to the pregnancy outcomes in that case. Considering whether the testimony reflected "scientific knowledge," was "derived by the scientific method" and "amounted to good science," the court
concluded that the plaintiffs' evidence was not admissible as expert scientific testimony.  

Factors that led to this holding included: that only one of the plaintiff's experts had done original research; that none of the experts based his testimony on preexisting or independent research; and that the proffered analysis and conclusion had not been subjected to normal scientific scrutiny through peer review and publication.  

The court specifically rejected the testimony of Dr. Palmer, who was the only expert willing to testify that Bendectin caused the limb defects in each of the children.

In support of this conclusion, Dr. Palmer asserts only that Bendectin is a teratogen and that he has examined the plaintiffs' medical records, which apparently reveal the timing of their mothers' ingestion of the drug. Dr. Palmer offers no tested or testable theory to explain how, from this limited information, he was able to eliminate all other potential causes of birth defects, nor does he explain how he alone can state as a fact that Bendectin caused plaintiffs' injuries.

The court concluded that "[t]he record in this case categorically refutes the notion that anyone can tell what caused the birth defects in any given case," and that Dr. Palmer's testimony was "rendered inadmissible by the total lack of scientific basis for his conclusions."  

As a result of the ruling, the children and families never even went to trial. The pharmaceutical company was safe from civil suit and financial liability. Daubert does not stand alone in applying stringent standards for the admission of expert testimony about causation in civil actions seeking to hold someone accountable for bad birth outcomes. Indeed, there are more than a dozen published decisions about Bendectin, with most delving into and turning on the admissibility of expert evidence about whether Bendectin caused a birth defect.  

Civil actions alleging that a birth defect was caused by a drug or pesticide are vigorously, and often successfully, defended by challenging the admissibility of expert evidence.  

In another example, New York plaintiffs alleged that Malathion, a pesticide sprayed by a county agency, caused birth defects. The defendant challenged the expert evidence about causation, and the trial court conducted a hearing to determine whether it was generally accepted in the medical and scientific communities that Malathion caused birth defects. Finding that no scientific organizations or peer-reviewed articles accepted a relationship between Malathion and birth defects and that the plaintiff's proposed expert relied on "fundamentally speculative" methodology, the court concluded that the expert’s testimony was not admissible. Because the plaintiff presented no other evidence on the issue of causation, the lower court granted summary judgment for the defendant, and the appellate division affirmed.

[35] Consider Scientific Evidence, Not Junk Science

When those accused of causing harm to newborns are pregnant women rather than pharmaceutical companies and what is at stake is a mother's liberty and not just money, the standards for expert evidence often do not even come into play. In many cases, the delivering doctor or the local medical examiner is allowed to testify as to causation of a stillbirth, birth defect, or the creation of risk of harm. Yet, the "average medical doctor is not a trained researcher" and is not necessarily qualified to address as a matter of science whether a particular drug has caused a particular risk or outcome.

On the subject of pregnant women, however, pretty much everyone seems to be considered an expert. A good example of this comes from the Starks case in Oklahoma. Julie Starks, a pregnant woman, was arrested in a trailer that was allegedly being used, or that had once been used, to manufacture methamphetamine. In addition to being arrested and charged with manufacturing methamphetamine, the state began proceedings in the family court to declare her "unborn" child dependent. The family court took emergency custody of Starks' fetus and also raised Starks' bail for the criminal charges in order to prevent her release from jail. Despite the lack of a positive drug test and a recent evaluation by a treatment provider concluding that Starks was not using drugs, the state alleged that Starks used drugs.
The state's case, however, focused on the claim that while pregnant, she had been in a location that exposed her unborn child to dangerous "fumes that permeate in the air[."]" §58

In describing how Starks' fetus was endangered, the state argued:

It does not take a rocket scientist, so to speak, to figure out that these kinds of chemicals would be harmful to not only the mother but the unborn child. The child breathes the same thing as the mother does. That child, because it's unborn cannot leave that residence. It's helpless. It can't do a thing. As investigator Stinnett says, it can't even cry. §59

Indeed, as these exchanges from hearings in the case make clear, the state was allowed to use law enforcement officials to give opinions on medical and scientific facts:

**State Q:** Sergeant Stinnett, do you need to have a medical degree in order to advise a pregnant woman not to step out in front of a car coming down the highway?

A: I don't, no, sir.

Q: Do you think you need a medical degree that would enable you to have an opinion that a pregnant woman should not have been in the environment that you were in [when you arrested her] on August 23rd of 1999?

A: I don't believe I need a medical degree for that, no. §60

And similarly:

**State Q:** Okay. Let me ask you, Deputy [Dunlap], was there anything unusual that you noticed about Ms. Starks?

A: She appeared to be pregnant.

Q: And were you able to verify whether or not she was?

A: She said she was pregnant.

Q: Okay. And do you have an opinion as to whether or not she and her child's safety were placed in danger by being in that lab?

A: I felt it was ..

Q: Deputy, you have a little boy, do you not?

A: That is correct.

Q: And he is, if I remember correctly, not very old?

A: He is about a half-year old.

Q: Six months old. When your wife was seven months pregnant, would you have wanted her to be in a methamphetamine lab?
A: No, sir, I would not. \(^61\)

In other words, as the Starks case \(^36\) and these exchanges demonstrate, if a pharmaceutical company’s pocket book is at stake, a high standard for the admission of expert testimony is applied. But if a pregnant woman's liberty is at stake, it is often true that no standard is applied at all. Sometimes, defense attorneys, who themselves may believe the medical misinformation, fail to challenge the scientific grounds for the case, fail to ask for Daubert hearings (or their state equivalent), fail to challenge the expertise of the state's witnesses, fail to vigorously cross-examine those witnesses who are allowed to testify, or fail to call their own experts. Courts should act as gatekeepers regardless of whether defense attorneys challenge the admissibility of scientific evidence, but too often do not. Moreover, even when counsel does object to the admission of junk science and unqualified witnesses, their motions are sometimes overruled. Similarly, when defense attorneys request Daubert hearings and funding for experts, courts may deny those motions and refuse to authorize expenditures for experts for indigent defendants. And prosecutors arguably violate ethical principles by proceeding with cases that they know or should know are based on junk science and made-up law. \(^62\)

Defendants who are pregnant or parenting, however, deserve to have the junk science challenged. Like the research available about Bendectin at the time of Daubert, the research about cocaine, methamphetamine, and other illegal drugs fails to establish, as a matter of science, a causal link between exposure to those drug and stillbirths, a wide range of alleged harms, or even unique risks substantially different from exposures to legal substances and a wide variety of life circumstances experienced by pregnant women. As the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists ethics statement on this issue provides:

\[
\text{[P]regnant women should not be punished for adverse perinatal outcomes. The relationship between maternal behavior and perinatal outcome is not fully understood, and punitive approaches threaten to dissuade pregnant women from seeking health care and ultimately undermine the health of pregnant women and their fetuses.} \quad \text{\textsuperscript{63}}
\]

Other advocates have argued that Daubert has not been adequately incorporated into criminal defense practice. \(^64\) This omission, however, is especially dangerous in cases involving pregnant women because pregnant women charged with crimes are not like other defendants. As the Illinois Court of Appeals noted when refusing to create a tort of prenatal maternal negligence:

\[
The relationship between a pregnant woman and her fetus is unlike the relationship between any other plaintiff and defendant. No other plaintiff depends exclusively on any other defendant for everything necessary for life itself. No other defendant must go through biological changes of the most profound type, possibly at the risk of her own life, in order to bring forth an adversary into the world. It is, after all, the whole life of the pregnant woman which impacts on the development of the fetus. As opposed to the third-party defendant, it is the mother's every waking and sleeping moment which, for better or worse, shapes the prenatal environment which forms the world for the developing fetus. That this is so is not a pregnant woman’s fault: it is a fact of life. \quad \text{\textsuperscript{65}}
\]

Because pregnancy and pregnancy loss occur inside a woman's body, the state can, in effect, make out virtually every element of a circumstantial case of guilt by simply producing evidence of a positive drug test, a stillbirth or some alleged harm, and the fact of cocaine use or any other unwise or unpopular behavior. This makes it especially important for trial counsel to attack the state's case for causation. In other words, in these kinds of prosecutions, ceding the issue of causation is not an option.

In a prescient passage, the Stallman court warned of the role prejudice and presumption, rather than probative scientific facts, could play in cases involving pregnant women.

If a legally cognizable duty on the part of mothers were recognized, then a judicially defined standard of
conduct would have to be met. It must be asked, by what judicially defined standard would a mother have her every act or omission while pregnant subjected to state scrutiny? By what objective standard could a jury be guided in determining whether a pregnant woman did all that was necessary in order not to breach a legal duty to not interfere with her fetus' separate and independent right to be born whole? In what way would prejudicial and stereotypical beliefs about the reproductive abilities of women be kept from interfering with a jury's determination of whether a particular woman was negligent at any point during her pregnancy? n66

This is just one reason why, even if a causal link between a drug and harm could be established, these cases should never come to trial. n67 But if a motion to dismiss fails, and the case does proceed to trial, effective defense attorneys must challenge the qualifications of the state's experts and the scientific claims on which the prosecutions are based. Moreover, effective representation requires the introduction of scientific evidence to counteract the numerous prejudicial and stereotypical beliefs about pregnancy and addiction that are bound to influence the judge and jury.

On the basis of popular literature, warning labels, and general confidence in the advances of modern medicine, many people wrongly believe that women have a high degree of control over their pregnancy outcomes. For example, the best selling pregnancy advice book What to Expect When You’re Expecting n68 warns women to avoid contact with anyone who is smoking, changing a cat litter box, consuming unpasteurized cheese or undercooked meat, gardening without gloves, inhaling when handling household cleaning products, and ingesting caffeine, thereby creating the illusion that women who conform to all proscriptions can guarantee a healthy pregnancy outcome.

The longstanding and constant medical reality, however, is that as many as 20-30 percent of all pregnancies will end in miscarriage or stillbirth. In fact, stillbirth is one of the most common adverse outcomes of pregnancy, n69 and it occurs despite the best intentions and numerous precautions [*37] taken by individual women. As the president of the March of Dimes noted in a letter to the Wall Street Journal:

No one would deny parents play a significant role in the health and well-being of their child, both before and after birth. But ... every day in America women who did everything "right" during pregnancy -- that is, they got good prenatal care, they were married to the father of the child, they neither smoked nor drank nor abused drugs -- nevertheless give birth to babies with birth defects or low birth weight. ... Scientific progress in understanding the causes of some birth defects inclines people to overestimate what is known, but the truth is that more than 60 percent of all birth defects are of unknown origin. n70

Conclusion

The decision in the McKnight case, a growing body of helpful popular and scientific, peer-reviewed literature, as well as an increasing number of real experts who may be available to testify on a pro bono basis should all encourage defense counsel not to accept the junk science behind the prosecutions of pregnant women. Model briefs and motions, evidence-based research, and contact information for some of the leading experts are available from National Advocates for Pregnant Women.

Pregnant women charged with non-existent crimes may not have the financial resources available that pharmaceutical companies have. They, however, are no less entitled to a zealous defense.
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